Methods:
In this study, 100 data sets were simulated with eight sampling points for each subject and with six 23 different levels of IIV (5%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 50%, and 80%) in their PK parameter distribution. A stochastic simulation 24 and estimation (SSE) study was performed to simultaneously simulate data sets and estimate the parameters using 25 four different methods: FOCE-I only, BAYES(C) (FOCE-I and BAYES composite method), BAYES(F) (BAYES with all true 26 initial parameters and fixed ω 2 ), and BAYES only. Relative root mean squared error (rRMSE) and relative estimation 27 error (REE) were used to analyze the differences between true and estimated values. A case study was performed 28 with a clinical data of theophylline available in NONMEM distribution media. NONMEM software assisted by Pirana, 29 PsN, and Xpose was used to estimate population PK parameters, and R program was used to analyze and plot the results.
30
Results: The rRMSE and REE values of all parameter (fixed effect and random effect) estimates showed that all four 31 methods performed equally at the lower IIV levels, while the FOCE-I method performed better than other EM-based 32 methods at higher IIV levels (greater than 30%). In general, estimates of random-effect parameters showed significant bias 33 and imprecision, irrespective of the estimation method used and the level of IIV. Similar performance of the estimation 34 methods was observed with theophylline dataset. 
Stochastic simulations and estimations

124
A stochastic simulation and estimation (SSE) study was 125 performed using a one-compartment PK model. The 126 estimation options in the model were varied to assess 127 the performance of a classical estimation method -
146 where C ij indicates the j-th observations of i-th individual, 147 C pred, ij indicates the model-predicted C ij , and ε ij indicates 148 the proportional residual error.
149
The following equations [Eqs. (5) and (6)] describe the 150 rate of change in drug amount in a one-compartment system: Table   T1 1.
170
The FOCE-I method is a classical estimation method OMEGAs, 198 and SIGMAs, are accessed. The number of significant 199 digits to which the objective function was evaluated was 200 set to 8 (SIGL = 8). In the BAYES methods, the max-201 imum number of iterations for which to perform the 202 burn-in phase was set to 4000 (NBURN = 4000), and the 203 number of iterations for which to perform the stationary 204 distribution for BAYES analysis was set to 10,000 205 (NITER = 10,000), both of which are default values in 206 NONMEM. The former option ensured that all parame-207 ters and objective functions did not appear to move in a 208 specific direction, but appeared to instead move around 209 a stationary region, and the latter provides a large set 210 (10,000) of likely population parameters. 
Results
239
The rRMSE values of the estimated parameters (fixed-ef- The REE of both fixed-effect and random-effect pa-258 rameters versus the estimation methods, stratified by dif-259 ferent levels of IIV, are shown in Fig.   F3 3. The plots were 260 adjusted to include ±100% REE for the purpose of clar-261 ity. In general, all estimation methods overestimated 262 fixed-effect parameters to some extent. At a lower level 263 of IIV (5-10%), all estimation methods estimated fixed-264 effect parameters with negligible bias and reasonable 265 precision. However, the bias as well imprecision Fig. 2 rRMSE plot for simulated data sets with 10%, 20%, 30%, 50% and 50% inter-individual variability. Relative root mean square error (rRMSE) of f2:2 fixed-effect and random-effect parameters from simulated data sets with 10%, 20%, 30%, 50% and 50% inter-individual variability using FOCE-I (•), f2:3 BAYES(C) (▲), BAYES(F) (■) and BAYES (┼) estimation methods f2:4 281 precision with skewed distribution of positive REE. The 282 FOCE-I method consistently performed better compared 283 with other methods with much lower and slightly negative 284 bias where the distribution of REE overlapped with the 285 zero value.
286
The overall stability of estimations were high with a 287 100% success rate of minimization and covariance step 288 for BAYES(C), BAYES(F), and BAYES methods. For the 289 FOCE-I method, the minimization step had a 100% 290 success rate, but the rate of the successful covariance 291 step was 52% at 5% IIV while other estimations had a 292 successful covariance step close to 100%.
293
The THEO data set used as a case study had 132 294 observations from 12 subjects, 11 observations per indi-295 vidual after an oral dose of 320 mg theophylline. A one-296 compartment PK model with first order absorption 297 described the data well and it was used as a final model.
298
The PK parameters from the THEO data set were: CL/F 
Methods
80% CV
f3:1 Fig. 3 REE box-plot for simulated data sets with 10%, 20%, 30%, 50% and 50% inter-individual variability. Box-plot of relative estimation error (REE) f3:2 of fixed-effect and random-effect parameters from simulated data sets with 10%, 20%, 30%, 50% and 50% inter-individual variability using FOCE-I, f3:3 BAYES(C), BAYES(F) and BAYES estimation methods 
334
The FOCE-I method performed better among the four 335 methods tested based on the overall rRMSE. This per-336 formance was supported by the REE plot, which did not 337 show any significant bias for any fixed effect parameters 338 at any given level of IIV. The median REE values for the 339 random-effect parameters were not greater than −17% at 340 any given level of IIV. A resembling result of negative 341 bias was observed with the FOCE-I algorithm in a simi-342 lar studies comparing different estimation methods [9] . 343 The FOCE-I method has been shown to work suffi-344 ciently well for simple models when compared to other 345 EM based algorithms in previous studies. Furthermore, 346 when the IIV was low, the performance of classical esti-347 mation methods and EM based methods were very close. 348 Similar results were observed in a previous study for 349 such simple model (1-compartment model), where the 350 performance of those estimation methods were found to 351 be nearly equal [5] . 519 Availability of data and materials 520 Data used in this study was simulated in NONMEM using SSE tool. THEO 521 data used as a case study is available in the NONMEM distribution media.
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